
INFORMATION SHEET FOR LANGUAGE ASSISTANTS
SCHOOL DETAILS School name: I.E.S. Al-Zujáyr

Address: C/ Federico García Lorca s/n   18811, Zújar (Granada)
Google Maps: https://goo.gl/maps/zSqRt3TyZR4hWdSk8
Phone: (+34) 958 86 98 17
Email: 18700712.edu@juntadeandalucia.es
Website: https://www.iesal-zujayr.com/index.php
Social Media: https://www.facebook.com/zujar.musica/

https://www.instagram.com/iesalzujayr/
Blog: https://ka1proyectoeducativoieszujayr.wordpress.com/

Education Level Middle School/High School (ages 11-16)

Staff Contact for Language Assistants Email for administrative team: lorena.montans@iesalzujayr.com
Email of the language coordinator (Carmen Duarte Puertas):
carmen.duarte@iesalzujayr.com

Collaboration subjects of the
Language Assistant

English, Biology and Geology, Physics and Chemistry, Geography
and History

Resources and Materials for
Language Assistant collaboration

The high school, which opened in 2002, is divided into two
buildings. It has eight ordinary classrooms with digital boards
and blackboards, a support classroom with PT equipment, a
classroom for reinforcement programmes, and four specific
classrooms: one for art, one for music, one for technology, and a
laboratory. We also have a gym with a sports court, a
multilingual library, an outdoor classroom, a radio station, and a
Future Classroom Lab (FCL). The school uses a virtual platform
(Google Classroom), social media, its own website, and a blog.
All this is managed by 17 teachers, a language assistant, a
counsellor, and a management team made up of the
Headteacher, the Head of Studies, and the Secretary.
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Information about the neighborhood
and the town*

*pictures below chart

Our high school, called IES Al-Zujáyr, is located in the cozy small
town of Zújar, in the northeast of the province of Granada, and
13 km away from Baza. Its most relevant orographic features are
the Jabalcón hill and the Negratín reservoir that condition part
of the economy of its almost three thousand inhabitants. It is
part of the so-called Altiplano Region.

Tourism guides:

https://www.exclusivegranada.com/tourist-guide/altiplano/z%C
3%BAjar/

https://aytozujar.es/informacion-turistica/

https://www.spain-holiday.com/Zujar/articles

Tourism videos:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sgjB2iqWZcM&ab_channel=
PatronatoProvincialdeTurismodeGranada

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cBHx4HkIkUM&ab_channel
=RusticomAndaluciaSL

Getting to school Walking/Biking if you live in town. If living in Baza or Granada,
you can organize carpool with teachers.

Bus transportation schedules can be found on www.alsa.es

Spain train transportation can be found on www.renfe.com/es

Accommodation
- Where to live in town?

Teacher do not usually live in Zújar. They live in the nearby town
of Baza or Granada. You can ask the schoolʼs language
coordinator or the headteacher for advice on where to find
housing.

Every year, there are new teachers working at the school or
other language assistants who are sometimes willing to share an
apartment.

Flats are easily available for renting in the area. There are also
hotels, if needed for the first few days.
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For extra information:

https://www.idealista.com
https://www.fotocasa.com
https://www.pisos.com

Contact with other language
assistants or mentor

It would be advisable to ask other language assistants via
Facebook or Whatsapp; you can ask the school coordinator or
headteacher for contact information once the placement is
confirmed.

Language Assistants in Andalusia:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/824891444303329/
Language assistantsʼ posts on experiences in Granada:
https://www.juntadeandalucia.es/educacion/portals/web/revist
a-andalucia-educativa/contenidos/-/contenidos/detalle/6-grana
da-1rql8wm7428dl

Previous Experiences published
publicly from prior language
assistants

Youtube message from previous language assistant:
https://youtu.be/aS8TAtpbl1U
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